EUROCOM Shark 3

A solid foundation.

A tough, budget minded Desktop Replacement, the Eurocom Shark is the ideal base from which to build a solid, reliable and easily upgradeable system.

- 15.4" FHD 1920x1080; Matte screen with ultra-high colour Gamut (95% NTSC) for true colours and rich detail in photo editing and content creation.

- Upgradeable 4th Generation Intel Mobile i5 and i7 CPUs provide all the processing power needed for even the most demanding applications.

- Onboard NVIDIA GTX 860M with 2GB of memory and Turbo Boost 2.0; allows for fast video editing and the occasional gaming session.

- Lightweight at 5.95lbs, 1.68inches thick and with respectable battery life; take it anywhere!

- User-accessible panels on the bottom of the chassis provide easy access to upgradeable components.

With an abundance of I/O ports, (including USB3.0, Gigabit LAN, HDMI, eSATA and S/PDIF) upgradeable design, high performance chipset and gorgeous screen there is little on the market that can match the Eurocom Shark in Price/Performance.